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Will attempt to review progress since Charged 2008

0. Thanks to Hurth, Akeroyd, Stal for their reviews (will not touch upon here).

1. New (production and/or decay) processes (Dermisek, Santos, Zaro)

2. New/Improved calculations/tools (Kraemer, Plehn, Brein, Rathsman,

Mahmoudi, Heinemeyer, Verzegnassi, Kolda)

3. New models & their phenomenological implications (Ginzburg, Gustafsson,

Cagil, Wouda, Jung, Hernandez) - `new’ means here those which have not 

undergone the same phenomenological scrutiny as the MSSM, NMSSM &

2HDMs



New processes 

Production & decay: MSSM case bg -> tH+ and H+ ->tau nu dominated.

Consider non-SUSY 2HDM



New production processes ?

potentially interesting in a Type II 2HDM (and not only)

Santos et al

, poor rates !

Can be relevant in type II for large tb (assumes 4b tag)

Can be relevant at small charged Higgs masses

(work in progress)

same final state

: do not double count !



Scope of neutral Higgs decays in distinguishing between 2HDMs is better 



New production processes ?
Zaro

Charged Higgs production via VBF

(potentially)



but careful, rates assume 

TeV scale vev for doublet, 

quite unnatural, ought to be 

much lower

Nice



New decay processes ?



Allowed by CDF 2010

~ 100 GeV



New/Improved calculations/tools

Kraemer

Here:

Does NOT assume

sparticles decoupled





At NLO b tagging eff is depleted



Probably unrealistic for several 

years

Coordinate with MSSM benchmark WGs

combine 4&5FS





Outlook: now high time to 

do S/B analyses @ NLO

as tt-bar also in MC@NLO

Needs validation against data, use twin process bg->tW+ from MC@NLO



One-loop SUSY EW effects onto: Verzegnassi

1. Assume 2HDM & MSSM (mSUGRA inspired)

2. No radiation of (real) W, Z

3. Includes QED corrections

4. Calculation done in Dimensional Reduction

5. Full calculation well approximated by effective Lagrangian with modified b mass



Light MSSM spectrum LS2: 

Note large tb !

Claudio’s conclusions: democracy 

restored, MSSM EW effect competitive 

with MSSM QCD, and even SM QCD & 

EW !

Outlook: should be included in MC@NLO, easy,

no double counting with PS !

Ditto re: MSSM benchmarks, liase

with Ketevi & Sven

Effects of -20% already at threshold,

where cross section is maximal (is not

the usual large Sudakov log(s)) 





[…] etc. […] etc.

Program should not be trusted though !







Program is usable, can easily

be fit in standard tool chain for

exp analyses, so not to fall foul

of flavour, DM, cosmo constraints







Yet one more reason to go beyond the heavy sparticle

limit of the xMSSM: x -> any 





Program actively being used 

within the 2HDM benchmark

WG (essentially valided by two

other independent programs) 

Can it be upgraded to CPV

(to sit on a par of CPV MSSM

codes like FeynHiggs, CPSuperH):

CPV one of the charges of the 2HDM WG











SUSY conclusions ?

?

?

Outlook here: calculations

obviously need to de double checked ;)

Effects fed into FeynHiggs, hence

naturally included in the H->SUSY

& SUSY-> Higgs exercises of the

MSSM Benchmarks WGs 

Can be turn around,

H+ -> stop sbottom 

also stable 



Also recall standard MCs: HERWIG, PYTHIA, SHERPA, ISAJET

Stal

Plus LanHEP/FeynRules feed to CalcHEP/MadEvent/LoopToos/etc.





Conclusions and general outlook
• Lots of progress has been done since Charged 2006

1. MSSM: 

a. We will soon be in a position to go beyond the decoupling limit (heavy sparticle), 

thereby incorporating both real & virtual SUSY effects in the bg->tH+(->tau nu/cs) 

search (H+->tau nu./cs width exists in the MSSM at one-loop).

b. Can re-attempt the H+->tb channels  (H+->tb width also exists in the MSSM at one-loop)

c. Analyses can be done at NLO also for background (ttbb@NLO in HELAC-PHEGAS) 

2. BMSSM:

a. NMSSM (aka MSSM+1S), scenario well established theoretically, availability of tools, some  

phenomenological indications of where to look for (e.g., H+ -> W+h/A -> leptons/jets), benchmarks 

being defined within NMSSM WGs – efforts easily extendable to nMSSM, MNMSSM

b. TESSM (aka MSSM+1T), scenario being established theoretically, ought to be represented         

in future Charged workshop   

3. Non-SUSY

a. Substantial progress is being achieved in 2HDM (th/ex constraints, constructions/validation   

of tools, establishing of benchmarks next, pheno analyses to come)

b. THM are getting into shape, hallmark is doubly charged Higgs bosons, favoured and simple 3l (from H++H-

DY) & 4l (from H++H– DY) signatures investigated already, VBF could be used for non lepton signatures ?

c. Have been alerted during this workshop to other models: Inert HM (Gustafsson, Ginzburg), Hidden HDM 

(Wouda), Littlest HM (Cagil), Aligned 2HDM (Jung), apologies for not reporting here, will be picked up in future

Charged workshops

Thanks to all the speakers and organisers for a very enjoyable workshop !

PS: well water completely altered body fluid balance in many bodies,

Tord forgot mentioning its `well established’ diuretic properties … 

Now look forward to guidance from data !


